Tuesday, September 23, 2014

2:09 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

9-23-14 Apple sells more than 10 mln new iPhones in first 3
days... Apple-Starbuck Stores now Apple Buys 007 United
Artists, and Barbara Broccoli so the next Bond 007 Movie
will set world records too!
Apple aces A+ field in PC consumer satisfaction for 11th
consecutive year. Yale Key West Medical School will ace...
saving her life, and her 100 Kids who just died in hot cars in
the summer of 2014.
9-23-14 Apple iApps, 007 Hemingway House Key West On the
Front Page... A/C for Hemingway House not hot cars 100 kids
died in this summer, and again in the summer of 2015!
9-23-14 Apple iApps, 007 Hemingway House Key West On the
Front Page... iApp that shows what Mayo Clinic did to
Hemingways brain by shocking it again + again trying to
get a cure by trial and error instead of doing a coup on Los
Alamos Super Computers simulation of shock treatments for
brain cures! More Memory, grin! Shock Greg for this! 67 years
old on Sat. wow. ElectricWindmillFord Escort invented in
1980 with Teddy Kennedy watching on hidden cameras, a
old version of 1984 with no laser guided cams and motion
detectors. Just Smoke + Mirrors!
Gregs Brain invents the iApp to hear + see Aliens on the 52
nearest Stars are also preinstalled on MacBook Pro with a
Xeon CPU. Intel would never sell you a MacBookPro with a 12
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Xeon CPU. Intel would never sell you a MacBookPro with a 12
core Xeon CPU not thinking you want to invent something!

Gregs Brain + Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts
started a electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled
on the MacBook Air + Pro.

9-23-14 Apple iApps, 007 Movies, Hemingway House Writing
Class iApps... Futuristic Port of LA fire blazing out of control
right this min and the Google News didn't write up any of
the poisonous chemicals in the black smoke, this is what the
iApp would do for journalists... iApp for journalists!
Greg's 67 th BDay this Sat. I want to spend the Day with 4 MD
women brainstorming the "Put it in the Water" cure for
breast cancer on our new iPhone6 Plus MacBook Air + Pros so
call or send money and Pardon Paper work from our Numb
Nuts 1984 II dictators to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082
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Greg's 67 th BDay this Sat. I want to spend the Day with 4 MD
women brainstorming the "Put it in the Water" cure for
breast cancer on our new iPhone6 Plus MacBook Air + Pros so
call or send money and Pardon Paper work from our Numb
Nuts 1984 II dictators to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

9-23-14 Apple iApps, 007 Hemingway House Key West On the
Front Page... iApp Writing Classes for a invention Project in
every chapter... NO Way! They want a/C when 100 kids died
left in hot cars in the summer of 2014. War Crime!
Hemingway House 14 owners of it, crimes against humanity
too! Write this Novel, grin! I will give it my best in inventions
to use a iPhone007 Plus to film my Autobiography With clips
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to use a iPhone007 Plus to film my Autobiography With clips
of my visits to Hemingway House in Greg's autobiography.
Falls - Accidents that happen to Earnest what about
accidents and fall that happen to his 4 wives... write a iApp...
for... Heart attacks and strokes contribute to the almost
800,000 deaths from cardiovascular disease each year. The
trauma to families and communities is devastating; the cost
to the US economy is nearly $1 billion each day in medical
costs and lost productivity. To achieve sustainable
prevention, the Department of Health and Human Services
launched Million Hearts®, a national initiative to prevent
one million heart attacks and strokes by 2017
gn="left">

4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent a way to
Observe and Hear them with an iApp!
Birthday Wish upon a Star, what Aliens do you hide from
Yale, Harvard, MIT, Pentagon's Generals will be blown away
when Greg + 4 MD wives invent a way to hear + observe
Aliens... give this to wives for their BDay as 19K SWF will be
murdered by a drunk man in 2014 while Top Brass order
Homeland Security to guard the Social Security Offices in
every town + city in the USA. At a cost of $4 Trillion in 2014.
And HomeLand Security didn't save a "Single" SWF... from OJ
at the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station Key West.
Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years
Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3
Alpha Centauri B 4.3
Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book
Frontal Lobe!
Barnard's Star 5.9 light years
Wolf 359 7.6
Lalande 21185 8.1 light years
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Sirius A 8.6 light years
Sirius B 8.6
Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years
Luyten 726-8B 8.9
Ross 154 9.4
Ross248 10.3
Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years
Luyten 789-6 10.8
Ross 128 10.8 light years
New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * *

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO
HERE !
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w
9-23-14 "massive awareness!" iApps to invent something after
decades of knowing about fish with antifreeze proteins! With
your iPhone 6 Plus Invent... iPhone 6 Plus Invent Decades
ago, researchers discovered that certain Antarctic fish
possess antifreeze proteins, allowing them to endure the
harsh conditions of the Southern Ocean. Brainstorm 24/7
look for a cure for cancer + diseases with this antifreeze
protein!
9-23-14 "massive awareness!" iApps to beep you... A new study
shows that 4 out of 5 heart attacks in men can be prevented
through five simple steps. These include maintaining a
healthy diet, keeping the waist slim, regular exercise and
staying away from alcohol and tobacco.
9-23-14 Apple iApps, 007 Hemingway House Key West writing
classes add $777 Trillion to Israeli agents bribes, this is why
the CIA gave Mecca + Allah $777 Trillion. So Americans can
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the CIA gave Mecca + Allah $777 Trillion. So Americans can
get Billion dollar bribes! "Intelligence: Unit 8200 Gets Some
Unwanted Publicity" Strategy - "Thus Israeli agents seek out
Palestinians who could be bribed, blackmailed or extorted
to provide information. This often provides enough
information to identify ...
9-23-14 Apple iApps, In recognition of National Fall
Prevention Awareness Day, September 23, 2014, learn how
you can help older adults reduce their risk of falling and
live better and longer: Apple iApps
9-23-14 Apple iApps, 007 plume of toxic fumes from a
stubborn fire at the Port of Los Angeles that continues to
burn World War II-era lumber pylons soaked in creosote
prompted officials this morning to close two nearby schools
for the day as a precaution. Futuristic iApp would filter the
air... blow it out to sea... iApp would have many links you
can click on to get a Futuristic Fighter Fighting Plumes of
toxic fumes. Navy Fighter Jets in Syria are recalled to put out
the LA pylons fire... might work to put out the fire and stop
the smoke. One think our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator didn't
let the Journalists write is 3 kids out of every 100,000 will get
cancer or a birth defect from the plume of smoke, maybe
more. A spark from a welder's torch caused a fire at a Port of
Los Angeles - Invention Projects here lets brainstorm it!
9-23-14 Obama, After Strikes in Syria, Says US Will 'Do What
Is Necessary' Against ISIS Headlines in the NY Times today.
Obama just killed 40K SWF as 'Do What Is Necessary' for the
Rx Cure and ASAP Awareness of 10 mm tumor wasn't
Ordered by the Pentagons Top Brass yesterday.
9-23-14 "massive awareness!" of 10 mm breast cancer tumor
wasn't Ordered by the Pentagons Top Brass yesterday.
9-23-14 "massive awareness for sexually active women!" All
sexually active women should be screened for two of the most
common sexually transmitted infections: chlamydia and
gonorrhea, according to new recommendations from the
U.S. Preventive Services ... 1984 II HQ needs to be scanned for
Syphilis on the brain.
9-23-14 Apple iApps, Our work demonstrated that normal
hearing fails to develop when thyroid hormone availability
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hearing fails to develop when thyroid hormone availability
is insufficient as a result of a genetic mutation," Mutation is
caused by Smog! Poison Gasoline Exhaust.
9-23-14 Apple iApps, will give you... statistics on the same 13
years for "OJ" murdered SWF, Cops World Wide burned and
burned to death writing a traffic ticket when someone rear
ended the cop car and them it burst into flames. Google took
these pictures off Google Images! Outgoing Afghan President
Hamid Karzai punctuated on Tuesday his tumultuous 13 year relationship with the United States, alleging that
America invaded Afghanistan in 2001 for “its own interests”
and never really wanted peace in the region.
9-23-14 Apple iApps, will give you... Motives of those who kill
their Boss. Three people were killed, including the gunman,
in a shooting on Tuesday at a United Parcel Service Inc
facility in Alabama, police
9-23-14 Apple iApps, will give you a list of Invention Projects
spelled out so you can be thinking of 1,001 inventions when
bird watching, thinking about birds. Birding guides will
lead walks that will allow participants to witness the
morning flights of migratory birds. Participants are also
invited to join the hawk watchers daily as they monitor the
flights of record numbers of peregrine falcons and other
raptors from a perch at Curry Hammock State Park. This is
the southernmost migration count in the continental
United States, documenting as many as 25,000 diurnal
birds of prey of 18 species and more than 120 species of
waders, shorebirds and songbirds. Festival participants will
explore many Keys natural gems, including the Key West
Tropical Forest and Botanical Garden,
9-23-14 Apple iApps, "Cadillac Moves HQ To New York As New
Chief De Nysschen Holds Sway"Forbes - General Motors didn't
hire Johan de Nysschen to run Cadillac as a shrinking
violet. And the former Audi of America and Infiniti chief
hasn't disappointed them. 100 kids died in hot cars this
summer and Nysschen was a shrinking violet + civilian war
criminal suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort with
24/7 A/C.
9-23-14 "massive awareness!" iApps to invent something after
decades of knowing about fish with antifreeze proteins! With
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decades of knowing about fish with antifreeze proteins! With
your iPhone 6 Plus Invent... iPhone 6 Plus Invent Decades
ago, researchers discovered that certain Antarctic fish
possess antifreeze proteins, allowing them to endure the
harsh conditions of the Southern Ocean.
9-23-14 "massive awareness!" iApps to LEAK $1 Trillion dollar
Swiss Bank Accounts of Chinese... Alibaba's founder Jack Ma
has been crowned China's richest man with an estimated
fortune of $25 billion according to a new report published
just days after the e-commerce giant made its stock market
debut. $777 oil market and China Suppressed the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort, killing millions of Chinese
children with Poison Gasoline Exhaust for the next decade!
Holocaust II by China! Write an iApp to leak this! Front Page
New York Times, all those with $1 Trillion or more in a Swiss
Bank Account when Dr. Nancy + Greg are waiting for $1
Trillion for the New Manhattan Project for the Rx Cure of
Breast Cancer! UNICEF could have gotten $1 Trillion but the
UN people who work in this office just got $4 oil bribes for
themselves in Swiss Banks!
Greg's 67 th BDay this Sat. I want to spend the Day with 4 MD
women brainstorming the "Put it in the Water" cure for
breast cancer on our new iPhone6 Plus MacBook Air + Pros so
call or send money and Pardon Paper work from our Numb
Nuts 1984 II dictators to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082
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core Xeon CPU not thinking you want to invent something!
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core Xeon CPU not thinking you want to invent something!

Gregs Brain + Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts
started a electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled
on the MacBook Air + Pro.

9-22-14 Apple Buys 007 United Artists, and Barbara Broccoli
9-22-14 Title for the 24th Bond 007 is "iPhone 007"
9-22-14 Apple Buys 007 United Artists, and Barbara Broccoli
9-22-14 Title for the 24th Bond 007 is "iPhone 007"
9-12-14 Apple-007 Movie of this... "1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a
year Scenario..."
9-12-14 Apple-007 Movie of this... "1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a
year Scenario..."
9-12-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... MD's
conversations about working with cryogenic liquid oxygen
and -254 C liquid hydrogen in discovering new Rx, out of
date Rx, and in futuristic Medical Tools.
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9-22-14 New York Times Today... "U.S. Ramping Up Major
Renewal in Nuclear Arms" By WILLIAM J. BROAD and DAVID
E. SANGER
9-22-14 New York Times Today... "Rockefellers, Heirs to an Oil
Fortune, Will Divest Charity of Fossil Fuels" By JOHN
SCHWARTZ
9-22-14 "massive awareness!"
Massive Awareness about inventing something on your BDay!

Massive Awareness about inventing something on your BDay!
9-22-14 New York Times Today... nothing about Mobilization
for War on the 10 MM breast cancer tumor of women walking
through Yale Campus today so she can join the 94% "Class!"
Luckey Terra Firma SWF who "discovered" a 10 mm tumor in
her breast today will have it take out tonight via the 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat. And the influence of the Yale Key West
Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure made of
state of the arts Steel Alloys! Ebola virus shutdown in Sierra
Leone yields 'massive awareness' Elite Yale Students "massive
awareness!"
9-22-14 New York Times Today... "U.S. Ramping Up Major
Renewal in Nuclear Arms" By WILLIAM J. BROAD and DAVID
E. SANGER
9-22-14 New York Times Today... "Rockefellers, Heirs to an Oil
Fortune, Will Divest Charity of Fossil Fuels" By JOHN
SCHWARTZ
9-22-14 Apple Buys 007 United Artists, and Barbara Broccoli
9-22-14 iPhone6 Plus audiences Skyfall got Moneypenny,
played by Naomie Harris, very very "Black" we need to "Save
the Life" of SWF's! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat can save the lives of
15 Billion people on Earth and 52 Alien Species at the 52
nearest stars. Caroline Kennedy passed Black Women at Yale
Med School + Harvard Med School who really didn't pass. JFK
Super Carrier Laser Guided was her Kick Back, Caroline
Kennedy refused a JFK Super Shuttle to the 52 Nearest Stars!
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Kennedy refused a JFK Super Shuttle to the 52 Nearest Stars!
1984 "War is Good God" 1984 II MD's let millions of SWF be
murdered and die from cancer + diseases that should have
been cured with the 1980 Model to the 2015 model
ElectricWindmillFord Escort! This is a War Crime + Holocaust
II by the AMA and New England Journal of Medicine, the
Apple Movie titled... "New England Journal of Medicine" will
be just want Elitist iApp writers want! Hemingway House
Writing Classes much catch the laser guided state of the arts
era and teach Hemingway writing Hemingway iApps too!
9-22-14 iPhone6 Plus audiences in Key West... influence of
the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower
Structure made of state of the arts Steel Alloys! --------- New
modern hotel wins early approval - Key West Citizen Monday, September 22, 2014 The Soni family's plan to
demolish the Seaside Motel and Key West Hostel and replace
it with a $2.8 million, 38-foot-tall hotel with a rooftop pool
awaits the approval of the panel that governs all
architecture in Key West's historic district.
Massive Awareness about inventing something on your BDay!

Massive Awareness about inventing something on your BDay!
9-22-14 iPhone6 audiences when 007 has an iPhone6 Plus
uses his Apple id and password to link the iPhone6 Plus to
show up on the 007 MacBook Air + Pro and iPad 007 screens!
Laser guided 100% use of your frontal lobes and look for Dr.
Katrina in this 007 movie. Doing Brain Surgery on Bond.
Apple Products working like Navy Fighter Jets highest tech in
the mission and mission to end your fear of illiterateness to
how to write iapps and use all the iApps already written + all
Apple products at once...
9-22-14 Title for the 24th Bond 007 is "iPhone 007"
9-22-14 AppleStarbucks Stores will now show you how 10
people can write a TV episodes for the use of iApps in Apple
products in Person of Interest, Elementary, Criminal Minds
will be the last season for this show if we can get Police FBI to
use an iPhone6 Plus body camera linked to their iPad and
MacBook Air + pro iCloud too. End to Crime in real life, 59K
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MacBook Air + pro iCloud too. End to Crime in real life, 59K
murders one was the guy who killed his 6 grand kids last
week. This has to stop. It will happen again today but the
1984 II Numb Nuts will not put it on NBC Nighty News this
week. Every other week for a murderous story and nothing
about why he snapped. Was was the cause of all his killing...
his last conversation.
Massive Awareness about inventing something on your BDay!

Massive Awareness about inventing something on your BDay!
9-22-14 Title for the MIT Discovery movies takes a little more
time to think of put this plot... Mussels are very skilled at
sticking to things that are generally viewed as slimy and
un-adherable. MIT researchers have created an adhesive
based on the mussel that may be even stronger. Winner for a
how did they bring this adhesive to market, movie will have
all their Google Searches and internet sessions. wow. Now we
can get started on Adhesive II inventions and uses.

9-22-14 Title for this Apple Movie will not be... 'Mighty Mom'
Breast Pumping Toolbelt Wins MIT Hackathon Boston.com More than 150 breast pump users, engineers, designers,
health care and lactation specialists, as well as educators,
converged at the MIT Media Lab for two days of hacking,
collaborating and deliberating about how to create a better
breast pump.
9-22-14 Title for the 24th Bond 007 is "iPhone 007"
9-22-14 24th James Bond movie will begin filming on
December 6, 2014. The released in October 2015. This will be
the 1st Apple owned 007 Movie... grin!
9-22-14 Title for the 24th Bond 007 is "iPhone 007"
9-22-14 iPhone6 Plus Bond 24 will see Daniel Craig return
as 007
9-22-14 iPhone6 audiences gasped when 007 was shot off a
train
9-22-14 Title for the 24th Bond 007 is "iPhone 007"
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9-22-14 Title for the 24th Bond 007 is "iPhone 007"
9-22-14 iPhone6 audiences when 007 has an iPhone6 Plus
uses this Apple id and password to link it to the 007 MacBook
Air + Pro and iPad 007 this movie will be dominated by
Apple Products working like Navy Fighter Jets in the mission
and in your illiterateness to how to write iapps and use all
Apple products at once...
Massive Awareness about inventing something on your BDay!

Massive Awareness about inventing something on your BDay!
9-22-14 iPhone6 audiences 007

9-22-14 iPhone6 audiences Sean Connery’s Bond and his
cure for cancer in Medicine Man
9-22-14 iPhone6 audiences "The World Is Not Enough" really
means that $777 Trillion is not enough $4 gas money for the
Top Brass War Chest!
9-22-14 iPhone6 audiences Independently of the Eon series,
there have been three additional productions with the
character of James Bond: a 1954 American television
adaptation, Casino Royale, produced by CBS; a 1967 spoof,
Casino Royale, produced by Charles K. Feldman; and a 1983
remake of Thunderball entitled Never Say Never Again,
produced by Jack Schwartzman, who had obtained the
rights to the film from Kevin McClory.
9-22-14 iPhone6 audiences 007... Qatar Is Building A $45
Billion City From Scratch For The World Cup That... has no
"Pink" for the World Breast Cancer Rx Cure! Allah got all its
$777 Trillion from the Pentagon Generals too! Leak This!
9-22-14 iPhone6 audiences 007
9-22-14 New York Times Today...

Massive Awareness about inventing something on your BDay!

Massive Awareness about inventing something on your BDay!
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Massive Awareness about inventing something on your BDay!

9-22-14 New York Times Today... nothing about Mobilization
for War on the 10 MM breast cancer tumor of women walking
through Yale Campus today so she can join the 94% "Class!"
Luckey Terra Firma SWF who "discovered" a 10 mm tumor in
her breast today will have it take not tonight via the 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat. And the influence of the Yale Key West
Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure made of
state of the arts Steel Alloys!
9-22-14 Apple sells more than 10 mln new iPhones in first 3
days... Apple's Next 3 Bond 007 Movies will set world records
too!
9-22-14 "massive awareness!" And Greg's 67 th BDay this Sat.
I want to spend the Day with 4 MD women brainstorming the
"Put it in the Water" cure for breast cancer on our new
iPhone6 Plus MacBook Air + Pros so call or send money and
Pardon Paper work from our Numb Nuts 1984 II dictators to
Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340
8082
9-22-14 "massive awareness!" Tip, turn in your Key West
Landlord for paying in cash get your deposit back whistle
blower............. WASHINGTON (Reuters) - An anonymous
tipster living abroad will be receiving $30 million, in the
largest whistle blower award ever doled out by U.S.

9-21-14 Futuristic Movie... "Star Travel" by Navy Fleets of Navy
Fighter Jets now bombing Syria!
9-21-14 Futuristic Movie... the "Laser Guided Goddess!" Her
Coup inspires the inventing of "Civilian Laser Guided Bombs"
and JFK Super Carriers recycled into Laser Guided Cars +
Road Rage driving or dinning at home conversations are
iApp InventSomething!
9-21-14 Futuristic Movie... "Star Travel" by Navy Fleets of Navy
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9-21-14 Futuristic Movie... "Star Travel" by Navy Fleets of Navy
Fighter Jets now bombing Syria!
9-21-14 Futuristic Movie... How to use your iPhone007Plusx to
remember everything and find it in a Search Engine Google
Search never "Thought Of" iapp, grin. "100% of Your Brain"
Eve is Unforgettable and Remembers Everything!
9-21-14 Futuristic Movie... "Star Travel" 52 Nearest Stars
Memorized. Aliens at all 52 Nearest Stars!
9-21-14 Futuristic Movie... "Star Travel" by Navy Fleets of Navy
Fighter Jets now bombing Syria!
iPad with built in iPhone7s... MacBook Air + Pro with built
in iPhone6Plus to everyone on Earth, body cam security Elite!
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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